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Harper's Magazine
Experience the extraordinary story of a nearly forgotten American superstar athlete. Texas girl Babe Didrikson never tried a
sport too tough and never met a hurdle too high. Despite attempts to keep women from competing, Babe achieved AllAmerican status in basketball and won gold medals in track and field at the 1932 Olympics. Then Babe attempted to
conquer golf. One of the founders of the LPGA, Babe won more consecutive tournaments than any golfer in history. At the
height of her fame, she was diagnosed with cancer. Babe would then take her most daring step of all: go public and try to
win again with the hope of inspiring the world. A rollicking saga, stretching across the first half of the 20th century, Wonder
Girl is as fresh, heartfelt, and graceful as Babe herself.

The 1936 College Omnibus
In golf, nowhere is the mental strain more apparent that at the closing stages of a major championship. The crowd,
absorbed in every shot, conveys the tension to the players, who are also involved in another contest - the mind game.
Before missing the most notorious putt in the history of the Open Championship, Doug Sanders was already thinking of
which side of the gallery he would turn to first to acknowledge the applause. When he missed a three foot putt that would
have won him the old silver claret jug, there was no applause. Instead people reacted as if they had just witnessed a
terrible accident - which, in a sporting context they had. It was Jack Nicklaus, rather than Sanders, who went for the jugular
and, in the process, took possession of the jug. The line between victor and victim can be measured not only in millions of
dollars but also in fractions of inches. `One minute you're on cloud nine, ' Sam Snead remarked
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Works: The return of the native
A Tramp's Wallet
Fairway To Heaven
Sandy Lyle is one of Britain's best-loved golfers. In 1985 he became the first Briton for 16 years to win the Open, and 3
years later he was the first British player ever to win the Masters, playing one of the most famous shots of all time to secure
victory. At the height of Lyle's success, his swing began to fail. He refused to give up, earning him huge admiration and
respect from the golfing public. In 2005 he showed he still has the talent to compete, when he went into the final round of
the Open very much in contention, six behind Tiger Woods. Lyle's story is one of classic sporting moments, golfing genius,
and gritty determination to battle back to the top, told with his natural charm and wit.

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
Harper's New Monthly Magazine
Typescript, with holograph corrections of his 1936 edition of College omnibus, published New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co.,
1936.

Born to Fly
The Return of the Native
An inspiring book that will help readers see both life and the game of golf in a whole new way. Includes anecdotes from
famous names in golf, as well as inspiring tales of ordinary golfers, together with meditations and prayers using the
vocabulary and metaphors of the game, to illustrate uplifting lessons of faith.
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Fairways and Highways
The Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory
In this entertaining, endearing account of one of the greatest road trips the human mind has ever devised, Kevin Price and
John Gardner take you from Pebble Beach to Bethpage Black and from Harbour Town to Piñon Hills with tales of adventure
on and off the golf course. Bouncing back and forth between the misery of steamy summer nights in a little orange tent and
the luxury of world-class resorts, Kevin and John drove almost 14,000 miles through 36 states to play 42 rounds of golf in 71
days. Their story exposes the soul of the game in the people who play it. From stroke victim Rico Paris to beach bum head
pro Keith Stanzel, from the exuberant Bob Svihus to the goofy J. Traylor Johnson III, a colorful cast of characters brings this
story to life. Beginning with the first blush of an idea and ending in an improbable, incredible conclusion, Fairways and
Highways moves as briskly as the guys’ Honda Civic. Wish you could have joined them? Try the next best thing: Come along
for the ride as Kevin and John search for the Perfect Drive.

The Living Age
This guide to name-brand, designer, and bargain shopping in Manhattan and metropolitan New York offers advice on where
to shop and how and when to shop for bargains

Wonder Girl
Played in rotation on eight courses throughout Scotland and England, the Open Championship is the oldest golfing
competition in the world. The courses embody tradition that dates back to the very beginning of the game itself. It is still
the ambition of most professional golfers to see their name inscribed upon the famous claret jug that bears the name of
every winner since Young Tom Morris, the Champion of 1872. Each of the courses is profiled in its own chapter, with the
author describing both the history and development of the course itself and the highlights of Open Championships that
have been played on its lush greens. New and vintage photographs nostalgically complement the text. Additional courses
throughout England and Scotland are profiled. Among these is Prestwick, where the first eleven Opens were played. Other
courses that no longer host the Open, but once did, are also featured. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Keith Mackie is the author of
many previous books, including Golf at St. Andrews, his memorable portrait of the "home of golf," also published by Pelican.

The Caddie Who Knew Ben Hogan
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Fairways to Heaven
Presents Hardy's classic novel of two people caught up in their passion for each other and conflicting ambitions.

Forbidden Fairways
The first history of Minnesota's celebrated golf clubs and courses, including rarely seen photographs and long-lost details
about the game's most famous architects

The Wit of Golf
Canadian Jersey Breeder
The Return of the Native
A duffer's odyssey on the public links from Maine to Key West. A golfing everyman takes us on a pilgrimage, playing public
golf courses along Route 1 down the east coast of the United States. From his first round with French-Canadian partners
amidst the potato fields of northern Maine to his final round against a setting tropical sun in Key West, Charlie Slack
chronicles the best and worst of the public-golf experience. Each round introduces a new set of partners and opens a
window onto a new locale, whether it's the manicured suburbs of Connecticut, the worn-down urban centers of the
Northeast Corridor, or the sun-drenched golfing havens of the South. Here in the land of new beginnings, Charlie Slack lives
out every golfer's fantasy, a fresh start and a pristine fairway each and every morning. An utterly charming tale of a
quintessentially American journey of discovery.

Government Gazette
Describes the history of more than fifty Irish golf courses and the famous matches which took place there, and offers
suggestions for golfing vacation tours and accommodations.
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The Greatest Game Ever Played
Some of the finest players of the PGA share a year's worth of brief and personal daily reflections on keeping the faith. You'll
discover how you too can bring your "A game" to your home, work, and leisure activities--by wrapping them all in your
relationship with God.

The Publications
Wracked by guilt, Cass searches for a young mother’s killer On the western edge of Staten Island, not far from the city
dump, lies a watery patch of earth known as Fresh Kills. It’s an old Dutch name, and it has nothing to do with violence—until
now. A defense lawyer in private practice, Cass lets a friend talk her into handling something she wouldn’t normally touch:
an adoption case. It was meant to be open and shut, but it gets messy when the mother, Amber, decides to keep the
child—a decision that will mean her death. She is found facedown in the mud of Fresh Kills, and Cass Jameson can’t help but
feel that it is all her fault. To wash her hands of guilt, Cass must find Amber’s killer, a search that will take her into a brutal
part of the underworld, where children are just another commodity to be bought and sold.

Born to Shop New York
Building on the huge success of THE WIT OF CRICKET, this is a collection of the funniest golf anecdotes, jokes and stories. A
bumper bag of humorous anecdotes and amusing tales from golf's best-loved personalities that proves golf is a funny old
game ? birdies, bunkers and all! Read hilarious stories covering everything from caddies to the clubhouse by the game's alltime great characters, including Peter Alliss, Nick Faldo, Sandy Lyle, Sam Torrance and Ian Woosnam. Enjoy the humour of
legendary players such as Seve Ballesteros, Tony Jacklin, Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino and Tiger Woods, as they share the
funny side of playing in the Open Championship and the Ryder Cup. Laugh-out-loud at celebrity golfers Bruce Forsyth and
Michael Parkinson's rib-tickling anecdotes about pro-am tournaments and club golf. THE WIT OF GOLF is a wonderful
collection of jokes, stories and anecdotes, perfect for any golf fan.

Blue Fairways
To the Fairway Born
It's going to take more than summer loving to heal old wounds, but a remote beach, old friendships and a bit of sunshine
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might just spark a second chance at love. When Jennifer Gates drives to Sea Breeze Golf Club to kick off date-night with her
boyfriend, the last thing she expects is to find Golf Pro Jack giving one of his lady students a private—and very
personal—lesson in bunker-play. Lucky for Jenn, her best friend gives her the keys to the Culhane family's beach shack on
the white-pepper shores of Western Australia's Geographe Bay. Jenn hopes a weekend on the coast with her young son will
give her the space she needs to rebuild her confidence after Jack's betrayal. But she's not the only person seeking
sanctuary by the sea. Brayden Culhane is there too, and Jenn can't look at Brayden without remembering the tequilaflavoured kiss they shared on the shack steps years ago. As long-buried feelings are rekindled, and a friendship is renewed,
Jenn knows it is more than lazy summer days bringing her mojo back. Romantic sunsets, ice-cold beers and the odd round
of golf can only go so far, because this time trusting Brayden with her heart won't be enough. Jenn has to learn to trust her
body, too.

Faith in the Fairway
From Fairway Market's master buyer and author of the hugely successful Cheese Primer comes a celebration of the store's
extravagant food collection and the stories surrounding its culture. Fairway, a local institution in New York City for more
than fifty years, is the busiest food store in the world. There shoppers can find innumerable artisanal food products, which,
for three decades, Steven Jenkins has traveled the world to find. With a wonderful narrative and anecdotes from the man
who personally brought so many of the world's greatest foods to New York and the United States, readers will become more
enthusiastic shoppers and better cooks. Jenkins's longtime associate, Mitchel London, provides recipes that will attract not
only Fairway customers but any home cook who has access to great ingredients.

The Food Life
Harper's informs a diverse body of readers of cultural, business, political, literary and scientific affairs.

The Works of Thomas Hardy in Prose and Verse
Returning as an honored guest to the exclusive country club where he worked in his youth, Jack Handley remembers the
summer of '46 when he caddied for Ben Hogan in the last Chicago Open. Now a respected historian, Jack recounts to the
assembled sons and daughters of members he once knew the dramatic match between the mysterious and charismatic
Hogan and the young club pro he idealized. The Caddie Who Knew Ben Hogan is filled with dazzling descriptions of hole-byhole match play drama, and laced with anecdotes from that golden age of sports. This bittersweet novel of friendship, lost
love, and great golf is told through the eyes of a 14-year-old boy whose life is forever changed by one of the greatest
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players of the game.

The Golfer's Prayer Book
In 'A Tramp's Wallet', Sam Pickering spends six months roaming Australia and New Zealand. The author lectures on a cruise
ship, travels the Murray River on a paddle wheeler and rides the train from Sydney to Perth.

From Fields to Fairways
Interweaving the stories of American golfer Francis Ouimet and British champion Harry Vardon, this narrative chronicles
their legendary confrontation at the 1913 U.S. Open, a competition that marked the rise of modern golf.

The Spectator
Includes 5 courses in South Carolina.

Fairway to Hell
In his magnificent classic, Chuck Colson shakes the church from its complacency with a penetrating look at the cost of being
Christian.For those who have wondered whether there isn’t more to Christianity than what they have known—and for those
who have never considered the question—Loving God points the way to faith’s cutting edge. Here is a compelling, probing
look at the cost of discipleship and the meaning of the first and greatest commandment—one that will strum a deeper, truer
chord within even as it strips away the trappings of shallow, cultural Christianity.“Looking for the complete volume on
Christian living? This is it. And the title sums it up. If you desire life deep, rich, and meaningful, then it is simply Loving
God.”Joni Eareckson TadaPresident, Joni and Friends

Born on the Links
This informative and engaging new golf book takes an in-depth look at the histories and tales of some of the pioneering
African American athletes and supporters who attempted to break through the barriers surrounding the elite game of golf.
35 photos.
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Emerald Fairways and Foam-Flecked Seas
"Every weekend, thousands of otherwise rational men and women are cursing, kicking at divots and smashing expensively
milled putters against the trunks of immovable hardwood trees. These players go home in a toxic funk to inflict gloom upon
their loved ones until the following Saturday, when they rush back to the golf course and do it all over again." In the
summer of 2005, Carl Hiaasen picked up a golf club again for the first time in 32 years. He was not the best of players in
1973, and had certainly not got any younger in the intervening period. Undeterred, and weighed down by an increasing
quantity of golf equipment and game-enhancing products acquired from adverts on The Golf Channel, who can see a sucker
coming, Carl was soon hacking and shanking his way around the courses of Florida, and his obsession with the sport was
rekindled. Animals were harmed during the making of this book. Over the course of the next 18 months, Carl's game got
better, then worse, then slightly better, then much worse again, and he even managed to jinx Tiger Woods. On the way to
finally summoning up the courage to compete in an actual tournament himself, Carl details the hilarious consequences of
his misguided belief that he could actually play the game. We also learn that Justin Timberlake has a better golf handicap
(6) than Bob Dylan (17), that Eagle Trace golf course contains not one trace of an eagle, and that Mind Drive capsules are
not necessarily a good idea. But through all the misery and frustration (save the odd glorious shot), golf took up residence
in Carl's heart again. Fairway to Hell is the ultimate tale of the trials and tribulations of the amateur golfer, but also the
heart-warming story of how the game brought together the generations of the Hiaasen family.

Fresh Kills
Loving God
Born on the Links encompasses the entire 600-year history of golf, from the links in Scotland in the fifteenth century up to
the present. It not only covers golf’s origins, evolution, and development of the rules, equipment, and playing fields, but
also features accounts of its greatest players and historic events.

Harper's New Monthly Magazine
Presents Hardy's classic novel of two people caught up in their passion for each other and conflicting ambitions.
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Fairway to Heaven
Important American periodical dating back to 1850.

The Register of Baptisms, Marriages & Burials of the Parish of Branscombe, Devon, 1539-1812
Discover country music star Sara Evans’s inspirational story about her rise to stardom, her roundabout path to love, and
how her faith brings daily joy no matter the circumstances. Sara Evans—a Billboard, ACM, and CMA Award–winning country
music star who’s been named one of People’s “50 Most Beautiful People” and competed on ABC’s Dancing with the
Stars—has been inspiring fans throughout her successful music career. In this powerful, personal, and often humorous
book, Sara opens up and shares stories from her career, describing what it’s like living in the spotlight and how her faith
keeps her strong. She writes about overcoming life’s most challenging experiences, from a childhood accident that nearly
took her life, to the loss she experienced when her parents divorced, and from her own painful and very public divorce, to
finding incredible love when she least expected it with former pro quarterback-turned-sportscaster Jay Barker. Now, after
over a decade of marriage, Sara and Jay’s blended family of nine is thriving, filling her life with focus and meaning. As she
weaves the narrative of her life, Sara candidly reveals the things that are most important to her and her family now, her
favorite tips about staying true to herself and her faith, knowing when to ask for help, abandoning perfectionism, and the
importance of a strong support group of friends and family. Fans old and new will enjoy this inspiring, heartfelt book.
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